SOLUTION SHEET

REUNITE YOUR LEARNERS
IN THE FLOW OF WORK

Experience all of Skillsoft Percipio’s benefits in
Microsoft Teams’ social, collaborative environment.

You’ve empowered many, if not all, of your learners to build skills remotely in the
pandemic. By adapting to their logistical needs, you’ve maintained a pipeline of future-fit
workers to drive your organization forward.
But something is missing.
While convenient, the abrupt shift to remote learning was born of necessity. And today,
your learners need more than convenience — they’re craving social connection in an era
of isolation.
Your workforce needs you to restore the sense of community that once empowered them
to build, share, and apply their knowledge — together. But “together” has a whole new
meaning in a pandemic. So, learning professionals must meet employees where they are.
Even when the future of work ushers in a mix of remote, hybrid, and office-based
working, there’s still one boundary-transcending workspace that brings learners
together — social, collaborative platforms such as Microsoft Teams and the 145 million
users it unites daily.

EMPLOYEES SATISFIED
WITH THEIR SOCIAL
CONNECTIVITY ARE
2-3X MORE LIKELY
TO MAINTAIN
OR IMPROVE
PRODUCTIVITY IN THE
PANDEMIC1
37% OF CHROS ARE
INVESTING IN NEW
TOOLS TO SUPPORT
VIRTUAL TEAMS,
FOCUSING ON
COLLABORATION AND
INNOVATION2

With Skillsoft Percipio’s app for Microsoft Teams, you’ll engage your people in a
community-driven platform where they’ll learn in the flow of their work, their team, and
across the company.
And that’s how your organization will win. Because your workforce will do more than
learn, they’ll adapt and evolve together, wherever they are — gaining the future-fit skills
your enterprise needs to compete and thrive.

1 Boston Consulting Group Survey of 12,000 Remote Workers (August 2020)
2 PwC Chief Human Resource Officer (CHRO) Pulse Survey (March 2021)
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BENEFITS OF THE PERCIPIO APP
FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS
INCREASE ADOPTION WITH LEARNING IN THE FLOW OF WORK
Learning professionals like you will be in the driver’s seat. By enabling your workforce
to learn in the continuously evolving flow of work, you can increase adoption and
rekindle engagement.
LEARNING IN THE FLOW OF THE INDIVIDUAL
Every employee using Percipio in Teams can learn in the format, schedule, and structure
that’s right for them. After finding the skills they need using the chatbot, learners can launch
videos, books, audiobooks, hands-on practice labs — whatever their jobs call for at that
moment. And they can do all of this without ever leaving Microsoft Teams.
LEARNING IN THE FLOW OF COMMUNITY
Percipio for Teams also lets your people learn in the flow of community. Employees can
instantly share helpful learning content with their peers, colleagues, and teammates, in
impromptu chats, group meetings, brainstorm sessions, and more.
TEAM-BASED LEARNING
Managers can facilitate virtual learning groups using native features such as Chat, Channels,
and Teams to introduce and collaborate on relevant topics. They may recommend content,
assign learning paths, and open the floor to discussion to help employees absorb what
they’ve learned.
PROGRAM COHORTS
Meanwhile, project leads can create learner cohorts and serve Skillsoft’s role- and skill-based
learning paths called Aspire Journeys. At each step along the way, learners can ask questions,
share ideas, work together, and apply their growing knowledge towards urgent real-time
needs, your organization’s most prominent goals, and eventually, whatever business
challenges the future may bring.

FEATURES
ONE-CLICK ACCESS TO EVERYTHING FOUND IN SKILLSOFT PERCIPIO
Expertly curated, role-based, and skill-based learning paths.
Personalized, AI-driven content recommendations.
Engaging and motivating features for learners, such as Skillsoft Digital Badges.
Interactive, live learning experiences — from Instructor-Led Training to Bootcamps and
Leadercamps — that bring great minds together.
Flexible admin controls that impact learning — from assignments to site branding, custom
content to custom learning paths.
Reporting and analytics to better articulate the ROI, value, and business impact of learning
across your organization.
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